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Every morning, Zaida Lopez must set aside a few hours to take care of her son, Javier. She bathes him, 

applies lotion and baby powder to his skin, changes his diaper, brushes his teeth, feeds him and gives 

him his medicine. 

“He’s like my eternal baby,” she said. 

But Javier is not a baby — he is 18 years old and suffers from a severe case of Smith-Lemli-Opitz 

syndrome, a condition which has left him unable to eat, talk, walk or do much of anything on his own. 

Lopez lives with her husband, Luis, and their two children, Javier and 14-year-old Anjelica, in 

Barranquitas, Puerto Rico, nestled within the central region of the island. Barranquitas took a direct hit 

from Hurricane Maria — the town of about 30,000 people was directly in the path of the storm on Sept. 

20. 

Because of Javier’s condition, the Lopez family waited out the storm at the Barranquitas hospital as a 

precautionary measure. For 30 hours, the storm raged around them — knocking out power lines, razing 

trees and forcing homes off their foundations. The torrential rains flooded the area and triggered 

mudslides throughout the mountains, stripping away the island’s green vegetation and exposing red, raw 

earth. Road conditions were so treacherous that the family couldn’t leave the hospital until a week after 

the storm ended; when they finally emerged to witness the devastation that Maria left behind. 

Puerto Rico could face more than a decade of further economic stagnation and a steep drop in population 

as a result of Hurricane Maria, the Associated Press reported last week. 

Lack of power remains the biggest obstacle, with the island's electric company struggling to maintain the 

50% power generation it reached last week. Projections are for 80% generation by end of November and 

95% by mid-December, goals that many have called ambitious.  



 

Luis Lopez holds Javier Lopez, who suffers from Smith-Lemli-Opitz syndrome. (Photo: Elaine Cromie, Special to the Detroit Free 

Press) 

Some estimates put hurricane damage at $115 billion even without counting business losses. 

So far, Congress has approved nearly $5 billion in aid for Puerto Rico. 

Like most of the island, the Lopez family lost electricity and running water — potentially dangerous 

circumstances for someone with a condition like Javier. 

Javier was diagnosed when he was 3 years old, after his parents realized he had failed to meet 

developmental benchmarks. His condition worsened so much that he could barely breathe, and doctors 

estimated he had two years to live. 



 

The Lopez home is seen behind other damaged properties and in the midst of bare trees on Oct. 14 in Barranquitas, Puerto Rico. 
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Devastated, the family prepared for the worst — but Javier eventually got better and stabilized. 

“I prayed, ‘God, if you want me to take care of him, I’ll do it for as long as you want me to, ’” she 

recounted. “God gave me extra time.” 

But taking care of Javier is not easy. At 60 pounds, he puts up a struggle and is surprisingly strong. 

“If he didn’t fight, he wouldn’t have survived this long,” Zaida said. “He doesn’t want to leave this world.” 

Normally, a trio of nurses takes turns assisting Zaida during the week. But on an October morning three 

weeks after the storm hit, the designated nurse failed to show. Because communications services in 

Puerto Rico were knocked out by the storm, Zaida couldn’t reach her — so she handled his care by 

herself in a routine that has been made much more complicated since Maria. 



Javier’s lungs are atrophied so he must be connected to a tracheal tube to allow him to breathe 

comfortably, and can only go one hour without it; he must also be connected to feeding tubes. And those 

machines require power to operate. 

The family follows a strict schedule and alternates between using an old generator to power their home 

and connecting his machinery to car batteries with the use of an inverter. But car batteries are not 

reliable, and diesel is expensive, particularly for a family that no longer has an income. 

Zaida, who had had a career as a nurse before Javier was born, left her job many years ago so she could 

take care of him full-time. He had been a chef at the nearby popular La Vecindad Del Chavo Bar & Grill, 

but the restaurant was damaged in the storm, leaving Luis unemployed. 

Though aid is arriving in Puerto Rico now, finding necessities can still be a challenge. That morning, Luiz 

left at 6 a.m. to buy groceries in Bayamón, an hour away by car. 

The family lives in a hilly area surrounded by trees, where the roads are paved and have been cleared 

since the storm. Though they suffered some damage, most homes in the area are still standing, but there 

is no running water.  

They can cook using their stove while their generator is on.  

But their concern is Javier. They’ve been relying on donations for diapers and water for him. 

They immediately contacted the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) after the storm, and 

while the agency gave them a priority number, the family said it hasn’t heard from FEMA since.  

“It’s fine if I don’t eat,” Zaida said. “But what about my son?” 

According to a FEMA representative, special cases are referred to the appropriate local agency for 

follow-up. So far, more than 9,000 residents of Barranquitas have registered for FEMA’s Individual and 

Household Assistance Program. 

FEMA has also provided more than 570 tarps, more than 34,000 meals and more than 91,000 liters of 

bottled water, the agency representative said. 

After the storm, her cousin in Davenport, Fla., invited the family to live with him until life in Puerto Rico 

returns to normal. 

Grateful for the offer, they are seriously considering the move, but are still hesitant to accept. Neither they 

nor Anjelica speak any English, and none of them has ever traveled to the U.S. 



 

Zaida Lopez takes a moment while in her 18-year-old son's bedroom. (Photo: Elaine Cromie, Special to the Detroit Free Press) 

 

“I don’t know anything about life over there,” Anjelica said. 

He is worried that he will uproot his entire family and still be unable to find work in Florida. Zaida is 

reluctant to be far from her family and friends who comprise her support network in Barranquitas, which 

she describes as a “place where your neighbors know you.” They would also need to find a hospital in 

Florida that can accept Javier and arrange a medical transport flight. 

The family will wait a little while longer, hoping and praying that the electricity and water will return soon, 

and counting their blessings. 

“There are people in Puerto Rico who lost their homes,” Zaida said. “Javier is comfortable in his bed. 

Other people are without anything.”  


